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In our attempts to see something, as the artist is well aware, we usually recognize only what is
already familiar to us.To keep us from falling into this trap, Kahrs often removes the most iden-
tifiable elements—whether people or things—from his pictures. In Untitled (three men standing),
2007, he presents a decapitated portrait of the American political trinity responsible for dismem-
bering Iraq. The U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, President George W. Bush, and Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld are portrayed standing outside Bush’s Texas ranch during a press
conference, but Kahrs shows them only from the neck down.

There is an irony, of course, in depicting heads of state sans heads, and in subverting the rhetoric
of traditional portraiture, in which the frontal gaze of power plays such an important part. More
to the point, though, Kahrs’s provocative cropping short-circuits our habit of zeroing in on the
face as the matrix of significance in any image. A headless portrait is, to some degree, a decen-
tered image, as the rest of the body offers no central point of focus around which meaning might
clot or coagulate. Consequently we end up scanning the entire pictorial field for tell-tale signs.
Though relatively modest in scale, this is one of the artist’s most legible pictures, and there are
many physical details that demand scrutiny (including not only the zipper on Bush’s trousers but
a background landscape, a rare element in a Kahrs painting). In particular, the bodily attitudes of
each figure, the way they hold themselves before the camera, seem strikingly revealing: Bush’s
gunslinger stance, the detached bureaucratic coolness of Cheney’s neatly folded hands, the casual
cynicism of Rumsfeld’s slouch.

Yet Untitled (three men standing) is not simply an exercise in reading “body language.”This
headless image forces us to think differently about how we engage with images of power.
Perhaps the faces of these “men of action” only distract us from paying closer attention to the
actual roles they play out. In our visual culture, certainly, our obsessive focus on the image of
the face blinds us to other ways of thinking about identity. French philosopher Gilles Deleuze
coined the term “facialization” to describe this fetishistic over-coding of the face, which he con-
trasted to the more fluid semiotics of a “multidimensional corporality.”1 This latter term seems
like a pretty good description of Kahrs’s aesthetic. With their saturated surfaces and tactile
fuzziness, his paintings reinvent photographic images in ways that imbue them with a capacity
for conveying sensations, atmospheres, and textures that are routinely left out of our everyday
pictures. As a result, his work requires a visceral response as part of our process of reading and
making sense of it. It addresses us as embodied viewers.

This approach is exemplified by Untitled (four men with table), 2008, a diptych that portrays two
scenes from a brutal police interrogation.2 In the left-hand canvas, Kahrs shows us a moment of
abject terror: the suspect confronting the police detectives who are about to physically assault him.
Identifiable by his civilian clothes, the suspect stands facing us—except that we cannot see his
features because Kahrs has (again) cropped the image at his neckline. A cluster of dark-uni-
formed policemen, their bodies blurred into an ominous and headless mass, stand to the right
while a single figure flanks the suspect’s other side. With the sharpness of an abrupt cinematic
cut, the adjacent canvas presents the “interrogation” in full swing. The suspect has disappeared
behind the bodies of the policemen.They appear to be hitting him while holding him down in a
chair, the upturned leg of which conveys the sudden violence of their assault. In both pictures
the sinister dimensions of the tiny interrogation room intensify the atmosphere of suffocation
and entrapment.

The starkness of the diptych’s black-and-white imagery is augmented by the inclusion of a flat
white quadrilateral that occupies the lower third of each composition.This is a representation of
a table, but it is so schematic that it seems like an intrusion of pure geometry into the low-res
rawness of the imagery above it. Its presence conjures a different kind of physicality: the flat
plane of the canvas itself. Meanwhile, in the upper right panel the artist has incorporated several
cloudy amorphous shapes.These represent stains that blemished his original source photograph,
and invoke yet another order of materiality. Kahrs’s corporeal aesthetic is multi-dimensional in
this manner: it stakes out a terrain for painting that is suspended between different registers of
materiality and representation, and never privileges one over the other.
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The imagery in Johannes Kahrs’s paintings, though based on recognizable photographic sources,
is always eerily unfamiliar. A disquieting strangeness seems to lurk under the skin of each picture,
conveying a sense of things unknown, of perspectives that we customarily shut out from the
confines of consciousness. This is true of his seemingly banal images—a leg resting on a bed,
say—as well as those that refer to scenes of terror and disaster.The artist’s penchant for murky
penumbral compositions imbues much of his work with a noir-ish cast, but this is not what really
disturbs us. Instead it is the way that his pictures unhinge our superficial intimacy with their
apparent subject matter.The artist’s whole conceptual and pictorial approach seems designed to
remind us that an image does not always signify what it appears to.

Consider Kahrs’s monumental canvas Big men, 2008. Executed in muted black-and-white tones,
it depicts two black men stranded on a patchwork, hole-ridden rooftop amid a scattering of their
personal belongings. Kahrs based this painting on a photograph taken in New Orleans in the
wake of 2005’s devastating Hurricane Katrina, when widespread flooding forced the evacuation
of most of the city’s population and the poor, elderly, and sick were some of the last residents to be
airlifted to safety. But rather than treat his subject in the conventional terms of latter-day history
painting, Kahrs effectively de-dramatizes the image. He obscures the outlines of objects and
crucial details, including the facial features of the two main figures.

In every respect, in fact, the painting directs us away from the catharsis of contemplating a
calamitous spectacle. Instead it leads us into corridors of uncertainty. The picture’s perspective
is distinctly ambiguous: whereas the source photograph was taken from above, presumably from
a news or rescue helicopter, the painting evinces an unsettled spatiality. On first glance we do
not seem to be looking down on the figures so much as confronting them head on. Consequently
we have no sense of surveying the scene from a definitive perspective. This is reinforced by the
artist’s inclusion of several vertical and horizontal lines that correspond to the taped-together
seams of his collaged source image (composed from cut-up sections of the original photograph).
Meanwhile, the work’s non-hierarchical composition leaves us with no central focal point. Figure
and background are rendered with a similar attention to detail. Our gaze scans the picture’s sur-
face without pausing for long on any one spot.

Refusing to dramatize the disaster, Kahrs resists depicting the “big men”in his picture as psy-
chological characters and instead focuses on conveying a physical sense of their predicament.
Sprawled out on the roof, their immense bodies conjure the bulk of beached whales. An aban-
doned crutch, resting near the uppermost figure like a discarded bone, reinforces an atmosphere
of immobility. But despite their dire circumstances they recline in postures that call to mind a
leisurely relaxation (one figure’s leg even casually dangles over a hole in the roof). Kahrs’s picture
thus prompts us to wonder why these men appear to be so oblivious, as if they were accustomed
to being marooned. Perhaps such a state has characterized not just this particular moment, but
also their past and future lives. The majority of New Orleans’s black population, after all, had
long been trapped in a barely sustainable situation of poverty and social marginalization. This
is the social disaster that Katrina revealed to the world.

Through its play with established conventions Kahrs’s painting also implies something about
how we look at the world around us. If we focus on the singular and dramatic incident—as the
news media routinely does—we end up missing the bigger picture. If we lose sight of the under-
lying ground, then we fail to see how things are connected in a broader sense. The point of
Kahrs’s oblique pictorial strategies—including his penchant for blurring faces or cutting them
out of the picture altogether—is precisely to oppose this tendency by inviting us to scan an
expanded field of significance, to find information in places other than where we are accustomed
to looking.


